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Introduction
This paper introduces a natural statistical framework for multi-image feature correspondence, Joint Feature Distributions (JFD's), and uses them to "probabilize" the entire range of affine and projective geometric matching constraints [12, 15, 2, 3, 5, 7, 21, 20 ]. JFD's are simply joint probability distributions over the positions of corresponding features in m > 1 different images, used as a summary of some population of interesting correspondences (all valid ones, those near a particular surface or object, background ones...). Conditioning on some of the features gives tight probabilistic correspondence search regions for the remaining ones. Although we will choose parametric forms that reproduce and generalize the standard matching constraints, JFD's are in essence descriptive statistical models rather than normative geometric ones: they aim to summarize the observed behaviour of the given training correspondences, not to rigidly constrain them to an ideal predefined geometry. We believe that JFD's will become the standard method for many correspondence search problems. Their benefits over matching constraints include: more precise search focusing; built-in handling of and globally stable estimation, even for geometries that are degenerate for classical matching constraints. The projective two image model is perhaps the most useful. It generalizes the epipolar constraint, but instead of searching along the full length of epipolar lines, it searches ellipses (Gaussians) whose centre, axis, length and width are determined by the point being matched, its epipolar line, the range of disparities seen in the training data, and the noise level. JFD's stably and accurately adapt to any scene geometry from deep 3D through to coplanar: as the depth range of the training data decreases, the search ellipses progressively shorten until ultimately the model becomes essentially homographic. There is no ill-conditioning for near-coplanar scenes, no need to choose between epipolar and homographic correspondence models, and no under-or over-estimation of the plausible correspondence regions. In contrast, epipolar models typically search entire (and perhaps inaccurate) epipolar lines, wasting effort and greatly increasing the probability of false correspondences.
The idea of using JFD's for image correspondence is very natural and obvious in retrospect. As far as we know it has not appeared before, but there are many related threads in the literature. JFD's react against explicit model selection for matching constraints [9, 10, 171 by incorporating the wellknown statistical rule that you can only predict events similar to the ones you trained on -extrapolating a full epipolar geometry from near-coplanar data is unstable, but irrelevant for predicting near-coplanar correspondences, c.f. e.g.
[ 131. JFD's have analogies with Bayesian model averaging
[18] but are much simpler and more direct. Plane+parallax [ 1 1, 14,8,23, 1,221 offers stabler geometric parametrizations than matching tensors for near-planar scenes. These could no doubt be "probabilized" in much the same way as we do here. Another aspect of this work is a new theoretical framework for studying multi-image geometry and especially matching constraints, based on the notion of the tensor joint image. We will use some isolated results from this, but the full development had to be omitted for lack of space. 52 sketches the general principles of JFD matching, $3 develops some tools, then we focus on Gaussian-like JFD models for affine ($4) and perspective (55) camera geometries. $6 briefly discusses the implementation and some preliminary experiments and 57 concludes. 
Notation:
We assume familiarity with affine and projective matching constraints at the level of, e.g. [6] , and the ability to think tensorially at need [21, 20] . Slanted fonts denote inhomogeneousx,y and homogeneous X , y image vectors, upright fonts inhomogeneous x, y and homogeneous X, y 3D ones. P denotes 3 x 4 image projection matrices, p() probability distributions, [ . 1, 3 x 3 cross product matrices ([ X I x y = x Ay), ( -)x expectation over the distribution of x.
Joint Feature Distributions
We can model the m noisy image projections x, I ,=I , of a fixed 3D feature f as probability distributions p2(x, I f ) centred on f's true projections, with widths determined by the relevant noise levels. More generally, the joint distribution p(x1, ... ,x,, 1 f ) is typically well-localized, and for independent noise factors as n, p2(x2 I f). If f now varies across some population of 3D features with distribution p(f), the Joint Feature Distribution (JFD) of the resulting population of image features is:
(1) For broad priors p(f), the one-image marginals J p2(x, I f ) p(f) df are typically broad and uninformative. But the 'sharpness' of the original image projections p2(x2 I f ) is not entirely lost: The JFD p(x1, ..., x, ) remains highly correlated and still encodes most of the precise location infirnzation. In particular, the Conditional Feature Distributions (CFD's) like
encode precise inter-image dependencies that are efficient tools for correspondence search. Fig. 1 illustrates the principle for two I D projective images x , y of a 1D scene. The JFD p(x, y) encodes a strong probabilistic dependency between x and y whose "backbone" is the underlying geometric correspondence (here a 1D homography). The marginals p(x), pCy) are broad and uninformative, but given a particular featurex, the CFD pCy I x) (the normalized cross-section through p(x, y) at x) is sharply peaked at the corresponding y value. We can use this to predict tight probabilistic search regions for y given x, and vice versa.
The abstract JFD framework has rich analogies with, and generalizes, conventional multi-image geometry -see table l. It applies to any correspondence relationship that can be modelled probabilistically, regardless of feature type, parametrization, number of images, rigidity or distortion. But it is most useful when (suitable parametric forms can be chosen so that) the estimated JFD's have strong correlations that provide accurate search focusing. The link with geometry is strongest for correspondences governed by matching constraints. Then, as in fig.1 , the matching geometry forms the "backbone" of the JFD p(xly) and fixes the locations of the CFD's p(y In), while the image noise determines the crosssection of the JFD and the widths of the CFD's. The 3D feature population p(f) or its image marginals p(x), PI'J) determine the height of the JFD along its backbone, but have little direct influence on the CFD shapes.
As with matching constraints, JFD's are image-based models originally derived from 3D quantities (here the 3D feature prior p(f) and the projection models p2(x2 I f ) , there the camera matrices P,), but typically estimated from observed image correspondences. The familiar three stage estimation process [4] still applies: (i) build a large set of possible correspondences, e.g. by feature detection followed by correlation matching; (ii) hypothesize well-supported candidate models, e.g. using a robust clusterer such as RANSAC; (iii) robustly fit parametric model(s) to the most interesting candidate(s). The fitted models are parametric probability distributions for both JFD's (explicitly) and matching constraints (we actually fit a geometry-based probabilistic noise model). The clustering stage ensures reliable fitting by rejecting false matches and 'uninteresting' true ones, e.g. features on moving objects when we are fitting the background, or non-coplanar features when we are fitting a plane. Good clustering is even more critical for JFD's than for matching constraints owing to their polymorphism: they are designed to summarize a user-defined class of observations not to enforce a predefined structure, so it is much less clear what constitutes an outlier. The obvious approach is to use self-consistency, finding clusters too dense to be probable under broader members of the parametric distribution family cf. e.g. [4, 181. We will not go into these difficult grouping issues here, but we expect JFD's to be effective correspondence models for many natural grouping classes such as points on compact moving objects.
From now on we focus on deriving efficient parametric models for JFD's. We will only consider Gaussian-like models, which appear to be the simplest useful parametric forms.
Entity

3D camera geometry
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Joint Distribution Approach
Conditional feature projection distriImage signature of camera geometry Inter-image feature transfer Gaussians can only capture linear dependencies, so to produce JFD's that can mimic the standard matching constraints, we will need parametrizations that make these constraints appear linear. As in matching constraint estimation, we do this by mapping the input observations into a suitable joint image space, containing the direct sum (juxtaposition) of the input coordinates for affine models, but their tensor (outer) product for projective ones. For example, for projective fundamental matrix or epipolar JFD estimation, we map the n correspondences (x, x') to homogeneous 9-D outer product Geometric matching constraints Probability that features correspond, Ray intersection, tensor-based recon-Posterior 3D feature probability
Homogeneous covariance : Before starting we introduce some tools. We encode distributions homogeneously. Given an uncertain affine pointx with mean X, covariance V and homogeneous vector x = ( ), its homogeneous covariance X , homogeneous information X-' and x2 value are:
The mean, covariance and information of the Gaussian fit neatly into the homogeneous matrices X , X-'. Given a collection of training points {~~}~= l . . .~, their homogeneous scatter matrix E, xP xp' encodes their mean and covariance, and hence defines an approximate Gaussian probability model for the point population. If the points are also uncertain, their smoothed homogeneous scatter C, (x, xP)+ encodes the mean and covariance of the mixture distribution generated by the sum of the individual point distributions.
Viewed as a summary of the population statistics, this doublecounts the noise and hence overestimates the covariance, but when there are relztively few points this smoothed but biased estimate is often preferable to the unsmoothed one because it contains additional information about the noise level. Either type of scatter matrix can be used when estimating JFD's below. Note that these formulae require the homogeneous point vectors to be affinely normalized (scaled so that the last coordinate is l). We assume this throughout the paper. Although many formulae (notably in $ 5 ) appear projective, they all are based on the standard "noise in pixels" image plane error model which is intrinsically affine. For a start at building a projectively covariant error model, see [ 
191.
Dual covariance: Some matching constraints are based on the lines through an image point rather than the point itself.
The simplest is the homographic relationship x 2 Hy. This can be written in constraint form as u H y = 0 = v H y where U, v are any two independent lines through X . For least squares estimation we square and sum the constraints:
Hy. We will view U uT + v vT as the "homogeneous scatter matrix" of the chosen set {U, V} of lines through X . More generally we could use cy=l U, U, ' where { U ? } is any rank 2 set of lines through X . These rank 2 matrices encode x as their null vector, and each defines its own importance weighting over the lines through x (i.e. the constraints). To be more systematic, we fix a standard weighting procedure that defines our notion of "the uniform distribution of lines" through any given X . Algebraically, the most uniform way to write the squared homography constraints is )I [ X I , Hy/I2 M 0, which leads to the "scatter matrix" [XI:
This is not projectively covariant, but we can make it so by introducing a fixed quadric matrix Q, which we usually take to be the identity matrix in a well-normalized projective frame. We then define the dual covariance of x to be 
As usual in such calculations, there are other forms for these expressions that may be stabler or more efficient, but we will not go into this here. Implementation is straightforward: form the homogeneous scatter V from the training data, invert to get the information V-' (the Gaussian JFD model), partition and condition on known observations to get search windows for their unknown correspondents. One minor snag is that V = M M' becomes rank deficient (rank 5 4) for noiseless data, so the estimated information V-' becomes infinite. This is correctexact geometry allows infinitely accurate predictions -but numerically inconvenient. In practice we avoid it by adding a small diagonal regularizer diag(E, ..., E , 0) to V before inverting. Typically E -lo-' : large enough to prevent loss of numerical precision during the inversion, but not so large as to blur the final estimates significantly. Similarly, V is rank deficient for n 5 2 m noisy but unsmoothed correspondences because we do not have enough observations to estimate all of the noise covariances. The solution is to incorporate more noise information, e.g. using smoothed scatters.
B C
The Projective JFD
Affine JFD's are too rigid to model perspective distortion exactly, so we now develop more flexible projective models. As before we consider only Gaussian-like models, so to mimic the matching constraints we need to use parametrizations in which these become linear. Projective matching constraints are nzultilinear in the homogeneous coordinates of their image features, but as in ''linear'' matching tensor estimation we can make the problem appear linear by treating multilinear combinations as if they were independent coordinates, i.e. by mapping the input feature vectors to their outer (Kronecker) product tensor. For example, for two images we can not use just the image coordinates x = (z, y, l)T, X' = (d, y', l)T or the affine joint image vector ( E , y, d , y', l)T, because the projective matching constraints also have bilinear terms xx', ..., yy'. Instead we need to collect the components of the outer product x x '~ into a vector (xx', xy', x, yx', yy', y, XI, y', 1)' and use these as working coordinates. More generally, for point features in any number of images, it turns out (proof omitted) that tensoring the input coordinates is necessary and sufficient to linearize all of the matching constraints linking the images, and generically the only linear constraints on these coordinates are matching ones. So we really have no choice: to linearize the projective matching constraints linking features XI, ..., x, from m images, we have to use the 3 , components of their joint image tensor t = X I @ ... @ X, as working coordinates. We will view t both as a 3m-component vector and as a tensor tA .D = x e . .. . . x," (indices A...D = 1...3) . Assuming affine normalization for X I , ..., x,, our projective JFD models are "Gaussians in t-space", p(t) -with negative log likelihood:
The JFD is parametrized by the homogeneous information tensor W, viewed as a symmetric positive definite 3" x 3, matrix generalizing the homogeneous information. This model has the following useful properties: 
Conditioning down to a single image gives a standard
Gaussian expressed in homogeneous form, so predicting its high-probability search regions is easy. As in the affine case, if we have uncertainties for the features we can use them to stabilize the JFD's noise level estimates, and we do this by taking expectations over noise when calculating the scatter. We assume independent noise so that tensor expectations factor into single-image ones. Working tensorially, the smoothed scatter tensor is : where Xi, = ( x i p x;) are the homogeneous covariances of the input features. Once again, this smoothes the JFD estimate at the cost of some double-counting of noise: It is particularly useful when there are n < 3" training features (which is common for m 2 3). As a safeguard, we also add a 3m x 3m diagonal regularizer diag(E, ..., E , 0) to V , where typically E -lops. These measures are even more necessary in the projective case than in the affine one, as V is both large (so that many measurements are required to span it) and structurally ill-conditioned (because "perspective effects are usually small" compared to affine ones). The ill-conditioning is normal and causes no problems so long as we regularize enough to prevent it from causing loss of numerical precision. The fundamental matrix estimate amounts to truncating W 9 D space -tensors of the rank-one form t = X I @ .,. @ x,. Gaussian integrals over this restricted space are intractable, so we can not calculate the normalization factor that makes the JFD into a correctly normalized probability distribution. This factor is indispensable for estimating W . For training data with scatter V on a normalized distribution family at its largest eigenvector, giving effective penalty function
i.e. the estimated epipolar constraint violation. For small noise and strong data, V has just one very small eigenvalue, so the penalty sum is entirely dominated by f g and the JFD model reduces to the fundamental matrix one. But if V has several small eigenvalues owing to noisy or weak data (e.g. coplanar data makes V rank 6 with 3 "noise" eigenvalues), these all contribute significantly the penalty sum, which becomes a kind of weighted average over these observed "constraints" on the data, restricting the directions in which the measurements can vary and hence the size of the "averaged epipolar" correspondence search regions.
Statistical error weighting:
Although they include covariances, our linear JFD methods are essentially 'algebraic' : they implement heuristic polynomial error models rather than statistically weighted rational ones. We will not consider nonlinear JFD estimation here, but a step towards statistical weighting in the conditioning calculation greatly improves the accuracy of the predicted search regions. For points near the epipole, algebraic weighting produces over-broad search regions ( fig.2 top right) . As above, the cost transver- Matching constraints are more efficient when they are tensor-valued, so that a single matching tensor with relatively few coefficients generates several linear constraints on each tensored image correspondence. By mirroring these index structures we can build correspondingly efficient JFD models, at the cost of less image-symmetric representations and an implicit restriction to correspondence models subjacent to the mirrored matching constraint. For example, a JFD based on the index structure of a two image homography constraint can be estimated from 4 correspondences rather than 6, but implicitly commits us to quasi-planar data.
To do this, we simply need to assume a JFD whose form is an average over constraints of the desired type. ter matrices %', k" of the lines through x', x". We will fix the relative weighting of the different constraints by systematically using the dual covariances (6) of x', x" for 2, X .
For our JFD models we take averages over constraints of these forms, i.e. we adopt homogeneous Gaussian-like forms with unnormalized log likelihoods W i z ' XAA' kLB, and Wfz,BtC' XAA' XLB, %&, , where X and X , X are the (noiseless) normal and dual homogeneous covariances of the test correspondences ( x , x', x"). These are still quadratic in the tensored measurements x @ x'(@x"), so they are reparametrizations of the general projective JFD models developed above. They are parametrized by information tensors WAS,$', W,fi,B'C', which can be viewed respectively as 9 x 9 and 27 x 27 homogeneous information matrices represent- -
I
and ViJL,c, = E, X t A ' XLBBt X:cc,, treat these as 9 x 9 and 27 x 27 homogeneous covariance matrices, and invert to estimate the corresponding information. To use the models for correspondence search, we condition on known feature positions by contracting their normal or dual covariances (as appropriate) into the information tensors until we 
Implementation & Experiments
found by expanding xfTA X' as a quadratic and discarding the constant term. Algebraic error weighting does produce over-wide search ellipses for points near the epipole, so it is advisable to include the reweighting factor A. The reweighted method works well in practice for all of the geometries that we have tested, giving search ellipses aligned with the epipolar lines with realistic lengths and breadths, which progressively shrink to circles as the scene becomes planar.
We have implemented the above methods in MATLAB for any number of images and duality structure, but here we only 
Summary and Conclusions
We introduced Joint Feature Distributions (JFD's), a general statistical framework for image matching based on modelling the joint probability distributions of the positions of corresponding features in different images. The JFD is estimated from a population of training correspondences, then conditioned on the values of test features to produce tight likelihood regions for the corresponding features in other images. We developed relatively simple Gaussian-like JFD models for affine and projective images, which can be viewed as probabilistic "model averages" of the affine and projective multi-image matching constraints. The methods naturally and stably handle any scene geometry from deep 3D through to coplanar scenes, without explicit model selection. For example, the 'epipolar' JFD stably enforces an epipolar, homographic or near-homographic constraint, according to the behaviour of the training data.
Future work:
The JFD idea is recent and we are still actively investigating its properties. There are some theoretical loose ends, particularly in the projective case where even the basic W = V-' estimation procedure for the ''linear'' model is only heuristic. We do not yet have JFD's with rigorous statistical error weighting, and it is unclear whether there are JFD analogues of matching tensor consisterky relations like det(F) = 0. Both issues are likely to lead to nonlinear models. Practically, we need to develop robust estimators for JFD's. As JFD's are less rigid than matching constraints, selfconsistency based clustering will probably be needed to isolate correspondence sub-populations susceptible to JFD modelling. The full population model will thus be a mixture of JFD's. Numerically, we are developing QR and SVD based JFD representations that should be less sensitive to rounding errors than our current scatter / information ones.
